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1* Introduction* A linear ordinary differential equation containing
a parameter n may be written in the form

(1.1) L(x,dl(dx), n)v = 0.

Substituting A=ydj(dy) for n, supposing the left member a polynomial
in n, we construct the partial differential operator L=L(x, d\{dx), A)
on functions of two independent variables. This operator is independent
of n and is commutative with A. A solution of the simultaneous equation
Lu=Q, Au=nu, where n is a constant, has the form u=vn(x)yn, where
v=vn(x) is a solution of (1.1). Conversely, if v=vn(x) is a solution of
(1.1), then ιt=vn(x)yn is a solution of the equations Lu = 0, Au = nu.

Now suppose that, independently of the preceding considerations,
we have obtained an explicit solution u=g(x, y) of Lu = 0, and that
from the properties of this function we know that it has an expansion
in powers of y of the form

(1.2) g{χ,y)=ΣQn{χ)y\
n

where n is not necessarily an integer. If termwise operation with L
on this series is permissible, then L annuls each term of the series,
and v=gn(x) is a solution of (1.1). Thus g(x, y) is a generating func-
tion for certain solutions of (1.1). The main problem is to find g(x, y);
its expansion is a detail of calculation.

It is difficult, in general, to find an explicit solution of Lιι = 0,
other than an artificial superposition of the functions vn(x)yn, for which
the generating function reduces to a tautology. However, if the
equation admits a group of transformations besides x' = x, y' = ty (t^O),
it is possible, in many cases, to find a solution which leads to a
significant generating function of the form (1.2). In this paper it
will be shown in detail how generating functions for the hypergeo-
metric functions F( — n, β; γ; x) may be obtained by this method. The
Kummer functions JF^-n; γ; x) and ̂ (α; n + l, x), the Bessel func-
tions Jn{x) and the Her mite functions HJx) admit similar treatment.
The point to be emphasized is that the generating functions so obtained
owe their existence to the fact that the partial differential equation
derived from the ordinary differential equation in the manner described
above is invariant with respect to a nontrivial continuous group of
transformations.
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2* The hypergeometric functions F( — n,β; γ; x). Suppose that γ
is not an integer ; then the hypergeometric equation

(2.1) xil-x)-^ +{r-(a + β + l)x} d v -aβv=0
dx1 dx

has the linearly independent solutions

vι=F(a1 β γ; x), and v^x^Fia-γ + l, β-γ + 1; 2-γ x).

A solution which is regular at # = 0 is a constant multiple of vλ. Sub-
stituting —ydl(dy) for a, so that — a plays the role of the parameter
n of § 1, we construct the operator

Jl+ {γ(β + l)χ} +βy
dxdy dx dy

Setting

(2.2) A=y-*-, B=y
dy

(1 — x) -4-2/ Λ-γ — βx\ ,

dx dy

it may be verified that

xL=CB + A2-h(γ-l)A,
tθ Q\ Γ A T?l Z? Γ Λ ΓΊ Γ* YΓ* 351

where [A, B ] = A B -
It follows from these relations, and may be verified by direct calcula-
tions, that xL is commutative with A, B and C and hence with R==
r1A + r2B-hr3C±r±, where the r 's are arbitrary constants.

The commutator relations (2.3) show that the operators 1, A, B> C
generate a Lie group Γ. The elements of this group may be re-
presented in the form eκ> but are more conveniently expressed as
products of a finite number of the operators eaΛ, eυB, ecG, ed, where α,
by c, d are constants. The operator 1 generates the multiplicative
group of complex numbers, while A generates the group x'=x, yr=ty
(ty^O). We shall use these two trivial groups for purposes of normali-
zation. We find that

(2.4)

& =

{ l + ( x lc(x-l)y} {{l + bc)y-b} ' J 1-cy '

where f(x, y) is an arbitrary function. Since xL is commutative with
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B and C, it follows that if f(x, y) is annulled by L, so is the right
member of (2.4).

3* Conjugates sets of generators of the first order* The main
problem with which we shall be concerned is that of solving the
simultaneous partial differential equations Lu=0, Ru=0, where R==
r.ιA + r.zB-\-r3C-t-ri, for all choices of the ratios of the coefficients except
r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = 0 . A great deal of labor is saved by the following observa-
tion : If S is an element of the group Γ of § 2, then SRS'1 has the
same form as R; and if u is annulled by L and R, then Su is annulled
by L and SRS'1. It is therefore sufficient for our purpose to find the
functions annulled by L and one operator from each of the conjugate
classes into which the operators R fall with respect to Γ; and to apply
Γ to these functions.

For any two linear operators X and Y with a common domain of
operands, we have the formal expansion

β ' Ύ β - ^ Σ ~[X, Γ]*,

fc = 0 k\

where

[X, F]o = Γ, [X, Yl=XY-ΫX, and [X, Γ]Λ=[X, [X, F]fc_J,

(fc=2,3,...)

Hence, utilizing (2.3), we have

(3.1) eaΛBe-aA=e-aB, eaACe~aA=eaC,

(3.2) β^Aβ-^A + δB, ebBCe~bβ= -2bA-b2B + C-bγ,

(3.3) ecCAe-cC=A-cC, e c c r J5e- c c r

Despite the use of infinite series in the derivation of these operator
identities, no questions of convergence arise in their application to an
operand. An arbitrary function f(x, y), whose partial derivatives of
the first order exist, is converted by the left member of each of these
identities into a function expressed in closed form with the aid of (2.4),
while the right member involves only a finite number of terms.

From the preceding identities we have

(3.4) (e^e'ηAie^e^y^il + 2bc)A + bB-c(l + b

It follows that R is a conjugate of λA + a, for suitable choices of the
constants λ and α, except when r? + 4r2r3 = 0. In that case it may be
inferred from (3.3) and

(3.5) (eBe-c)B(eBe-c)-'=-C
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that R is a conjugate of λB-^a. Since only the ratios of the coefficients
of R are essential, we shall choose λ=l.

4- Generating functions* The general solution of the simultaneous
partial differential equations Lu=Q, (A + a)u=0, is a linear combination,
with constant coefficients, of

ιι1--=y-ΛF(a, β; γ x), ui=y-Λxι'yF(cί — r + 1, β-γ + l; 2-γ x).

It follows from (3.4) that the general solution of the equations

is a linear combination, with constant coefficients, of

GL(x, y)==(l-cyy+^{(l + bc)y-b}-«{li-c(x--l)y}-eF(a, β; γ; ξ),

where ξ is given by (2.4). It is sufficient to consider only Gu as the
expansion of Gλ in powers of y may be obtained from that of GL by
simple substitutions.

If 6=0, we normalize by choosing c = l , so that

9 β; γ; • (

X

CO

This function has an expansion of the form Σ QnΦW1'*' ^ s noted in

§ 1, gn(x) must be a solution of (2.1) with a replaced by a — n. Since
gn(x) is regular at the origin it must be a constant multiple of F(oc — n,
β\ γ; x). The constant is determined by setting x=0. Thus

(4.1) ( l - y ) " + β - y { l + ( x - l ) v } - β F ( a 9 β γ; X

(a — n, β; γ x)yn,

where xφ\, |?/|<min(l, |1 — x\~ι). The region of convergence is deter-
mined by examining the singularities of the left member.

Similarly, if δ = l and c=0, we obtain

(4.2) (l-y)-'F(a, β γ;--^-)= Σ (a + 1~1)F{-n,fl; r x)y\

|2/I<min(l, ll-^l"1), (Feldheim [1. p. 120]).

If bcφQ, we set b=-—ιv~\ c = l , and obtain
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(4.3) (l-y)'*ii-y{l + (w-l}y}-l'{l + (x-ΐ)y}-βF(ct, β γ ζ)

(-n' a'ϊ' w)F{-n, β γ x)t= Σ

|l-α|-1, \l-w\-\ \l-x\-ι\l-w\-1).

The required coefficient in the right member is readily obtained since
the left member is unaltered by the permutation (aβ)(wx). The special
case w=0 is due to Feldheim [1, p. 120].

In accordance with the analysis of § 3, we next examine the
simultaneous equations Lu=0, Bu=—u. The general solution of the
latter is u = elJf(xy) and is annulled by L if f(X) satisfies the ordinary
differential equation

Comparing with Kummer's equation

dxz dx

it follows that u is a linear combination, with constant coefficients, of

(4.4) u^e^Fiβ γ; -xy), ui=ev(-xy)ι-τ'F(β-r +1 2-r -

where the customary indices in Kummer's function have been omitted.
The first of these functions is regular at x=0, and we obtain

(4.5) e»F(β γ - xy) = Σ \ F( - nf β γ x)yn

(Humbert [2, p. 64]).
Substituting —wy for y in the first of the functions (4.4), we

obtain e~wyF(β γ wxy) which is annulled by L and B — w. Operating
on this function with eG, as suggested by (3.3) with c=l, we obtain
the left member of

(4.6) (i-y)β- \

= YuLTι\w)F{-n, β γ; x)yn, \v\<mm (1, \l-x\~J).

The required coefficient in the right member is obtained by setting
#=0 and comparing with a known generating function for the Laguerre
polynomials (Szego [4, p. 97]),
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By (3.5) and (4.4)

eBe-°{e*F(β γ -xy)}=exp {l-y'ι}yy(l-x)-βF(β γ ~~x \
\ y{l-x)J

is the only linearly independent solution of Lu=0, Cu=u that is regular
at x=0. Its expansion, when simplified, reads

(4.7) e»(l-α?)-^F(/3; γ : xy ) = Σ - - f F ( r + w, β γ; x)yn , (xφΐ)
\ 1 — χ/ n-o n\

We have now obtained, in normalized form, a solution of the
simultaneous equations Lu = 0, (rτA-hr2B + rόC+r4)21=0 for each admis-
sible choice of the r's, and its expansion in powers of y. Most of the
solutions are expansible in other regions of the ?/-plane than those
noted hence other generating functions may be obtained. For ex-
ample, the left member of (4.2) may be written

β;λ; x

except for a numerical factor. This function has an expansion valid
for M > 1 . The result, when simplified by cancelling y~* and replacing
y by y-\ reads

(l-y)-«F(a, β γ ; / - ) = Σ i ^ l " 1 V ( α + n, β γ; x)y» ,

M<min(l, 11 — 071).

5 Application to ultraspherical polynomials. Special cases of some
of the preceding formulas, involving ultraspherical polynomials, may be
obtained by means of the representation

n •' ' - n' λ ' Δ λ ' l ~ e >'

which may be established by comparing the differential equations
satisfied by the two members of this equation. Thus we obtain from
(4.3)

= ^ / « + 7i-i )pw(Cos φ)P^(cos θ)yn , \y|<|eiί±tt±β)\.

Ossicini [3] expresses the left member in terms of Legendre functions
of the second kind, while Watson [5] expresses the result, for Λ = l/2,
in terms of elliptic integrals.
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